Chesapeake Public Schools
GRADUATION EXERCISES

Oscar Smith High School
Tuesday, August 11, 2020
9:00 a.m.

Virtual Commencement Ceremony
Dear Graduate,

Today is a very special day for you and your family, as well as for Chesapeake Public Schools. As you eagerly anticipate the opportunities of the future, please take a moment to reflect with pride upon your academic and personal successes. This is a time to share fond memories and to celebrate the strong spirit of optimism all around you. It is, above all, a time for you and your classmates to take an important step that will lead to a productive and successful future.

Your graduation ceremony represents an important milestone in your life. During the past thirteen years, you and your classmates have encountered a number of challenges. With the help of parents, family members, teachers, and friends, you have met those challenges. In doing so, you have learned one of life's most valuable lessons; that is, the key to success often lies in an individual's ability to challenge oneself in order to reach his or her highest potential.

Whether you are entering the workforce, the military, or an institution of higher learning, I am confident that you are academically prepared for the world which awaits you. Whatever course your future takes, it is my sincere hope that you will look back on your years in Chesapeake Public Schools as having prepared you for success.

May you always experience the joys of a meaningful life, the respect of your fellow man, and the love of family and friends.

Sincerely,

Dr. Jared A. Cotton
Superintendent

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL

Dear Graduates,

On behalf of the entire Oscar F. Smith High School family, I want to congratulate each of you for your accomplishments. This graduation ceremony is a means for us to publicly acknowledge the hard work and determination you have demonstrated during your school career. While each of you will pursue your own goals and interests, you will always be a part of our proud Tiger family.

Take a moment to thank those people who have helped you along the way. No one makes it through life without having a helping hand from someone, and it is always good to acknowledge their contributions to your success. Good luck to each of you as you pursue your ambitions, and congratulations again on your achievement.

Sincerely,

Paul Joseph
Principal

International Baccalaureate Diploma Program

Oscar F. Smith High School is an official IB world school authorized by the International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO) to offer the International Baccalaureate Diploma Program. This rigorous pre-university program serves as a Chesapeake Public Schools’ academy designed to meet the needs of highly motivated students. The IB Program provides a comprehensive, integrated approach to understanding the global implications of world issues and an appreciation for involvement in service activities. The International Baccalaureate Diploma is recognized by universities worldwide as representative of excellence in international standards of achievement.
National Anthem
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Kamelah Cecelia Ribeiro
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Sean Joseph Christian
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OSCAR F. SMITH HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS OF 2020 – CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Charles Fred Abbey, Jr.*
Aubrion James Xavier Acoff
Douglas Antonio Aguirre*
Stephanie Alejandro*
Omarri Lamaun Alexander
Amani Monne Alvarez*
Janet Alvarez
Jayden Anthony Anderson*
Kameron Javier Anderson*
Kaylee Brioso Ang^*^
Ezekiel Shamar Arnold
Victoria Marie Arrastate^*
Sarah Marlene Arriola^*
Jesus Arroyo
Anore Lachelle Atkins
Trace Edward Austin
Nina Nicole Babby^*
Lionel Christopher Bailey
Alexandra Reams Ballour
Tyler Nathaniel Ball
Antasha T'Shea Ballard
Brian Garrett Banks
Ty'r Iaussae Banks^*
Rebecca Grace Barnum^*^*
Rodneisha Feshara Barron
Hillary Raquel Barton
Kiara Jaiquay Baysmore
Maritza Cristal Becerra^*
Swaib Ahmed Ali Abdelaahim
Belazzam^*
Destiney Dukia Benn*
Keyastia Patrice Bennett^*^*
Kyree Demarcus Christian Bishop
Dominique Frances Blair*
Randy Ateam Blount
Julia Elise Bohlmam^*^*
Andre Perez Bottoms*
Diamond Denetria Boyd

David Leon Bragg*
Angel Ivyana Brathwaite
Breon Marcel Bright
Davion Malik Antonio Britt
Makolm Dominick Britt^*
Cameron Bailey Brock^*
Ashleigh Mckayla Brown^*^*
Donovan Lee Brown
Jaeim Rondell Brown
Kalia Destiny Brown^*
Kenneth Alton Brown
Maysa Theresa Brown^*
Patrick Hannah Brown^*^*
Sean Allen Brown
Naimad Dranal Brown-Clud
Sueemille Mary Bruno Melendez^*
Sydney Serra Bryant^*
Nya Bueno-Pina
Jalen Tariq Buie
Jaden Howard Bullock^*
Danarre Amir Butts
Raheem Tyree Bynum
Gabrielle Lynnette Byrdsong^*^*
Matthew Martin Byrne^*
Rikyah Zahara Campbell^*
Connor Aidan Cannon
Alyssa Taylin Carlson-Trevino^*
Zion Toure Carpenter
Kamesha Amiloon Carter^*
Daisha Angelique Casarez^*
Nyah Se Sang Casavan^*
Shyleim Javon'a Cassidy
Kenya Abria Chambers^*
Alycen D'Gail Chase^*
Karl Rama Chavis
Deronne Jamel Cheairs II
Aliyah Williams Manallit Cheng^*
Samuel G Hoon Chon^*^*
Sean Joseph Christian^*^*
Donovan Wesley Church^*
Justin Rashad Church
Steven Paul Cisko
Sanaz Madison Clark
Ah'Mya Nichelle Clements
Tajia Aniyah Cocke
Destiny Regina Colbert
Cameron Dalorian Coleman
Malachi Nazir Coleman
Stacey Demetriss Coleman
Tajah Allyah Collins^*
Carlos Gabriel Colon-Vazquez
Madison Elizabeth Colver^*
Tristen Michael Conklin^*
Natalie Virginia Consolvo^*
Bryson Alan Coors^*
Roman Deshon Copeland^*
Jacob Albert Costello^*
James Edward Cottingham^*
Darionna McKaya Council^*
Naiyah Monae Cowil^*
Devon Daniel Crank
Isiah Deshua Crawford
Terreance Darnell Crowell^*
Danielle Renea Kalethia Cuffee
J'Colby Lamont Cuffee
TaeKwon Daymon Cuffee
Kyle Andrew Culpepper
Saraih Michelle Culper^*
Jada Denise Daniels^*
Canesta Serenity Darby^*
Srir Titus Jordan Darby^*
Kijah Joan Davenport
Devin Darniece Davison^*
Talisha Elayjah Davis^*
Shelton Malik Davis
Tyler Wayne Davis
OFFICIAL S. SMITH HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS OF 2020 – CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Makilah Monique Davis-Freeman
Zakira Dasiyi Debraux
Tony Lee Decostor
Camryn Te'Shawn Delay
Lalisha Parijat Day
Isaiah DeQuentin Dickey
Jasmine Marie Dodds
Brayden Allen Doolittle
Gabriella Michel Dzier
Kedrick Edward Dzier
Alprentice Noel Dunn
Alan Marquis Dunn-Richardson
Ja-Nya Karla Dyson
Emily Virginia Earman
Evelyn Yammina Edam
Taylor May Edmunds
Mitavis Elijah Edwards
Rhyan Louise Eliseofiel
Brandon Michael Eller
Joshua David Elliott
Gianni Le'Shell Ellis
Kayla Pauline Emond
Kayla Marie Emory
Di'madre Brenden Engram
Ashanti Kytajah Ervin
Rian Case Escueeta
Ashleigh Rebekah Etheridge
Kala Leahi Everette
Georgia Lynn Everidge
Tierra Ashanta Faison
Dazha Lynette Feaster
Liscely Libiseth Felix-Mendoza
Kiarah Michele Felton
Desveon Trevall Fentress
Quinton Donell Ferebee
Robert Taylor Ferebee III
Joseph Matthew Figueiredo
Gabrielle Geraldine Finch
Anita Marie Flitchett
Tristan Leaf Fitzgerald
Yenelis Charlotte Flores
Samantah Marie Foley
Evan Lawrence Forcier
Jonathan Micah Foster
Alaya Immon Frazier
Corey Jermon Freeman
Ethan Adrian Freer
Ronald Eugene Fugate
Armani Easjan Fuller
Daniel Anderson Galicia Morales
Travis Lane Garrett
Octavia Rossidia Gaynor
Machi Alexander George
Rashid Arkanne Frazier
Tayyon Tarik Gibson
Zachary Harris Gold
Keshua Jurnee Gordon
Shelby Madison Gower
Sydney Leigh Gower
Kyrie Davon Gunn, Jr.
Christian Deshawn Graves
Temone Kayon Gray
Uneque Antwanette Gray
Ariana Janaya Green
Donovan Andrew Green
Gabriel Marshall Green
Jessyca Karyn Greene
Daeshawn Airdian Griffin
Justin Maxwell Griffin
Lemontea Oshaia Griffin
Mertan Bae Griffin
Wilmesha Levice Griffin
Daniel Joseph Grooms
Darryl Lee Gunn, Jr.
Kimberlin Gutierrez
Elizabeth Lynne Hagen
Raymond Lee Hall
Zaria Michelle Hall
Brianne Michelle Riddle Hanes
Goleonah Quanaiah Harley
Daniel Larnell Harper
Greg Layjai Harper-Hubbard
Jashawn Deandre Harris
Rachel Nicole Harris
Ashantae Laniee Harrison
Roscoe Feaster Hatten IV
Darrell Emmanuel Hayes
Kevin Edward Haynes II
Aunest Myrcalle Headen
Madysen Anne Nichole Hemand
Christian Arnez Henderson
Keasia Samya Henderson
Leilani Herrera-Andrade
Tyneka Ashanti Latoya Hicks
Jabai Isaiah Hills
Hunter Ryan Hogan
Amelia-Gaire Marie Hollert
Wesley Alexander Hollond
Dominick LaVaugn Holwin-Filling
Triniti Anne Howard
Tyler Joshua Howard
Zyrea Lashanti Treshay Hunt
Angeliquea Patrice Hunter
Mary Ruth Wilcox Hurdle
Phuong Dan Huynh
Deshana Trinice Indalecio-Rosas
David Jackson
Deniasse Julai Jackson
Tatiana Lynae Jackson
Jahmari Alexander Jacobs
Dijuan Tyler James
Diamond Denise James
Hannah Mackenzie Janiec
Amiya Renee Jenkins
Jalilah Juanita Johns
Alayshia Lee-Anson Johnson
Archie Bernard Johnson, Jr.
Brionna Nikole Johnson
Destiny Marie Johnson
Khairaa Jurnee Johnson
Khristyan Vashea Johnson
Mya Rose Johnson
Nyjah Tylia Johnson
Tyshawnai Bryanna Johnson
Alexis Perish Jones
Curtis Kernen Jones
Devin Damontae Jones
D'vontae Lorenzo Alquient Jones
Kameron Jakari Jones
Latajah Kimir Jones
Makaila Janai Jones
Shanaya Delinda Jordan
Torrey Lamont Jordan, Jr.
Troy Lavosier Jordan, Jr.
Emmaline Brooks Kain
Shabrielle Marquell Kelley
Dante Donell Keetchens
Gloria Kasongo Kilovebiti
Kynari Bra Ann Killens Jones
William Minwoo Kim
Zhane Samone Knight
Michaylah Juadah Perez Kohler
Juliana Ryan Kraemer
Simran Kumar
Logan David Lacey
Maurizio Devonte Lanoihan Sibley
Farah Lankaranii
Maynard James Lawhorn
William Taylor Lawley
Kamron Elias Lawrence
Lataunia Lashay Lawrence
Tahelek Alaric Lawrence
Darius Bernard Lawton
Kenneth Charles Lebow
Dion Devor Lee
Jessica Charlotte Lee
Kaitlyn Renee Lee
Naysean Anthony Lee
Bryan Antonio Lemos
Andrew Ishmael Letts
Ashley Grace Levins
Saje Tierne Lewis
Jenny Li
Peter Reuben Lindemann
Tianna Hope Castro Losongco
Alexis Brelia Lowery
Charlie Vinnie Lu
Essence Keyarah Luzincourt
Larry Shymon Lyde
Mazen Nidal Maiali
Taterea Latrelle Mable
Angela Marie Macdonald
Jeffrey Carl Allen Macdonald
Jaylin Ahmad Mackey
Dishana Shari Manning
Raphael Luis Manuel
Kaylee Anne Marek
Lilly Nicole Massey
William Austin Mathias
Jarkari Anthony Matthews
Isabelle Amara Maule
Ginger Alesse Maria McCaee
Kanati Shanto McCartney
Kaden Anthony McCloud
DeVeyon Antonio McCord
Robert Scott McCracken
Ky'ee De'Shawn McElrath
Diamond Ciara McKinnon
Faith Marie McKinnon
Talitha Monee McMillan
Nomar Enrique Mejias
Sontuzha Tanaya Melton
Rosa Lee Michael
Karla Miguel Morales
Joshua Michael Miller
Ranesbia Armina Miller
Rashard Damar Miller
Faith Velasquez Miranda
Kelsey Lynn Mitchell
Aliyah Sabre Monpremier
Emmanuel Marquis Moore
Derik Morales Claudio
This student is a candidate for the International Baccalaureate Diploma.

This student is an honor graduate. Honor graduate status requires a cumulative weighted grade point average of 3.0 or higher.

Jarelis Renee Rodriguez
Reniyah Daevon Nasir Khariq Maurice Riddick
Kaya Denazia Riddick
Breyonda Lemanda Riddick
Tyree Dajon Richardson
Kamelah Cecelia Ribeiro
Anthony Joseph Reo
Tyjira Amani Reid
Taquira Endia Sade' Reid
Samaar Shakera Treasure Anne-Rose Rayburn
Jalen Lamont Payton
Lauren Elizabeth Pendergast
Kelli Nicole Rikard Perez
Demonte Tyrese Perkins
Detrick Lamar Perkins, Jr.
Ricky Gregory Perry III
Rori Noelie Phillips
Cindi Janet Pineda
Brian Ernesto Pineda Murcia
Tanner James Pittman
Samantha Abrielle Fiver
Shanya Monique Renee Plummer
Latori Y-Quira Shnau Pooler
O’Reosa Z’Haane Poteat
Christian Amir Powell
Trevon Kejuan Price
Tyshaun Yaleem Purnell, Jr.
Nakia Shamani Quarles
Delaney Anne Rabenold
Nyah Michelle Rankins
Lauren Elizabeth Zummo
Jayla Denise Youngblood
Tanner Lloyd Nelson
Alvin Tran Nguyen
Jehu Askar Naegae
Jariobie Adonis Nichols
Vincent David Nichols
Christian Ulisses Nieto
Josiah Emmanuel Nixon
Jare Christopher Oduyelu
Abron Lessell Parker, Jr.
Ashanti Bolade Parker
Hannah Elise Parker
Jare Christopher Oduyelu
Amiya Nazia Stith
Mahogani Emily Stewart
Jalen Divon Stevenson
Jasmine Nashai Starks
Jaymiah Nykki Stanton
Jada Unique Spellman
Javonda Latrice Speller
Amari Daniel Solomon
Vanessa Sinclair LaPlante Smock
Anzari Daniel Solomon
Javonkorak Lavette
Jada Unique Spellman
Jonathan Tyler Spellman
Dannmont Joven Spong
Jaylan Alexander Spencer
Madison Hailey Spiesz
Antonio Hose Spariley, Jr.
Amanda Farth Stacklin
Jacob Alan Stagg
Sebastian Xavier Stalnks
Garrett Lee Stancill
Mekelle James Stanley
Jaymiah Nykki Stanton
Jasmine Nashai Starks
Jalen Dion Stevenson
Mahogany Emily Stewart
Amiya Nazia Stith
Lauren Kathryn Stokes
Jordan Alexander Strode
Jerry Suarez Gil
Carson Allen Suggs
Vincent Lee Summers

*This student is an honor graduate. Honor graduate status requires a cumulative weighted grade point average of 3.0 or higher.

^This student is a candidate for the International Baccalaureate Diploma.
THE ALMA MATER

Hail to thee, our Alma Mater
Loud we sing our praises of you.
Smith High School, strong you stand
With all knowledge at your hand
Always loyal, faithful, true,
All our love we pledge to you.
Alma Mater stand forever
On Virginia's wondrous shores.

From Virginia's rolling oceans
To her rising hills of blue,
As we search and strive for fame,
Bringing honor to your name,
We will ever mindful be
Of the debt we owe to thee.
Alma Mater stand forever
On Virginia's wondrous shores.
Oscar F. Smith High School
Scholarship Awards
Class of 2020

Alejandro, Stephanie
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $10,000 ($2,500/yr)

Alvarez, Amani
Bluefield College Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $112,000 ($28,000/yr)
Chesapeake Retired Teachers Association Scholarship $2000
Chesapeake Sports Club Scholarship $2000
Drake University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Emory & Henry College Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Hampton University Merit Scholarship $20,000 ($5,000/yr)
Hartwick College Merit Scholarship $152,000 ($38,000/yr)
Rollins College Merit Scholarship $86,000 ($21,500/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $92,000 ($23,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Mary Mount University Merit Scholarship $68,000 ($17,000/yr)
Misericordia University Merit Scholarship $56,000 ($14,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Randolph College Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
University of Mary Washington Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
W. Randolph Nichols Scholarship $2,500

Arriola, Sarah
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
University of Mary Washington Eagle Award $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Wingate University Academic Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Becerra, Mariita
Averett University Merit Scholarship $68,000 ($17,000/yr)
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $194,000 ($49,000/yr)
Catawba College Merit Scholarship $56,000 ($14,000/yr)
Chowan University Merit Scholarship $28,000 ($7,000/yr)
Eastern Mennonite University Merit Scholarship $74,000 ($18,500/yr)
Ferrum College Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Guilford College Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Johnson & Wales University Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
North Carolina Wesleyan Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Pfeiffer University Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan Merit Scholarship $70,000 ($17,500/yr)
West Virginia Wesleyan Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Wheeling University Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)

Bohman, Julia
Old Dominion University Presidential Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)

Brown, Ashleigh
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
University of Mary Washington Merit Scholarship $6,000 ($1,500/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan Merit Scholarship $68,000 ($17,000/yr)

Brown, Maya
Radford University Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Virginia State University Merit Scholarship $26,000 ($6,500/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)

Bottoms, Andre
Barry University Merit Scholarship $58,000 ($14,500/yr)
Bridgewater College Eagle Award $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Chowan University Alumni Scholarship $28,000 ($7,000/yr)

Bullock, Jaden
King University Athletic Scholarship $27,500
Old Dominion University Athletic Scholarship $62,736 ($15,684/yr)
University of Michigan Athletic Scholarship $280,000 ($70,000/yr)

Campbell, Rikyah
Ferrum College Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Norfolk State University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
University of Mary Washington Eagle Award $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Chambers, Kenya
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Missouri State University Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
North Central College Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Christian, Sean
North Carolina State Powers Manufacturing Scholarship $5,625
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Oscar Smith High School PTSA Scholarship $500
University of Maryland President's Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)

Colver, Madison
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $108,000 ($27,000/yr)
Central Michigan University Merit Scholarship $49,000 ($12,250/yr)
Hartwick College Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Morehead State University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Norfolk State University Merit Scholarship $22,000 ($5,500/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)

Consolvo, Natalie
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Randolph-Macon College Dean's Award $80,000 ($20,000/yr)

Costello, Jacob
Thomas A. Felton, Jr. Academic and Arts Scholarship $1000

Cottingham, James
Campbell University Scott-Ellis Scholarship $72,800 ($18,200/yr)
Chowan university Leadership & Alumni Scholarships $32,000 ($8,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
New England College Alta Petenda Scholarship $116,000 ($29,000/yr)
University of Lynchburg Presidential Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Council, Darionna
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Suffolk University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)

Covil, Naiyah
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)

Darby, Canasia
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)

Eller, Brandon
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
Randolph College Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)

Ellis, Gianni
Mary Baldwin University $64,000 ($16,000/yr)

Felmy, Riley
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
South Norfolk Civic League Scholarship $2000
University of Mary Washington Talon award $6,000 ($1,500/yr)

Frazier, Alaya
Bridgewater University Merit Scholarship $108,000 ($27,000/yr)
Chatham University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
Guilford College Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Hollins University Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Indiana Tech Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Lenoir-Rhyne University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Longwood College Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Morehead State University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
North Carolina Central Merit Scholarship $4,000 ($1,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Randolph College Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
Roanoke College Merit Scholarship $93,600 ($23,400/yr)
University of Lynchburg Merit Scholarship $92,000 ($23,000/yr)
University of Mary Washington Merit Scholarship $6,000 ($1,500/yr)
Virginia Commonwealth University Merit Scholarship $32,000 ($8,000/yr)
Virginia State University Merit Scholarship $26,000 ($6,500/yr)

Gayner, Octavia
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Radford University Highlander Distinction Scholarship $4,000 ($5,500/yr)

George, Machi
Tidewater Community College Outstanding High School Graduate Award $4,000

Gray, Uneque
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)

Greene, Jessyca
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Clark Atlanta University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Ferrum College Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Freed-Hardeman University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Hollins University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Jacksonville University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $92,000 ($23,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Mount St. Mary's University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Randolph College Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
Regent University Merit Scholarship $28,000 ($7,000/yr)
University of Mary Washington Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Virginia State University Merit Scholarship $26,000 ($6,500/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Gutiérrez, Kimberlin
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)

Hall, Zaria
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Emory and Henry Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Ferrum College Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Guilford College Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
High Point University Merit Scholarship $20,000 ($5,000/yr)
 Hollins University Merit Scholarship $112,000 ($28,000/yr)
Indiana Tech Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Jacksonville University Merit Scholarship $90,000 ($22,500/yr)
Kent State Merit Scholarship $42,000 ($10,500/yr)
Lenoir-Rhyne University Merit Scholarship $203,020 ($50,755/yr)
Long Island University Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Morehead State University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
University of Lynchburg Merit Scholarship $113,200 ($28,300/yr)
Virginia State University Merit Scholarship $26,000 ($6,500/yr)

Hanes, Brianna
Perry and Bunny Morgan Fund of the Hampton Roads Community Foundation $3,000

Hagen, Elizabeth
Hollins University Merit Scholarship $124,000 ($31,000/yr)
Roanoke College Merit Scholarship $112,000 ($28,000/yr)
University of Mary Washington $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)

Harrison, Ashauntae
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Mount St. Mary's University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $10,000 ($2,500/yr)
University of Lynchburg Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)

Hatton, Roscoe
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)

Howard, Tyler
Arcadia University Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Florida Southern College Merit Scholarship $70,000 ($17,500/yr)
Hawaii Pacific University Merit Scholarship $44,000 ($11,000/yr)
Hollins University Merit Scholarship $20,000 ($5,000/yr)
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Missouri University of Science and Technology Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Morehead State University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Penn State University Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Randolph-Macon College Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Roanoke College Merit Scholarships $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
St. Mary's College of Maryland $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
Susquehanna University Trustee Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
University of Lynchburg Founder's Scholarship $92,000 ($23,000/yr)
University of Texas at San Antonio Merit Scholarship $200,000 ($50,000/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $108,000 ($27,000/yr)

Hunt, Zyrea
Hartwick College Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
New England College Merit Scholarship $112,000 ($28,000/yr)
University of Lynchburg Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Washington & Jefferson College Merit Scholarship $92,000 ($23,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Jancewicz, Hannah
Grace College Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)
Hollins University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $18,000 ($4,500/yr)
Mount Olive University Merit Scholarship $20,000 ($5,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Randolph-Macon College Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Randolph College Merit Scholarship $58,000 ($14,500/yr)
Regent University Merit Scholarship $28,000 ($7,000/yr)
Roanoke College Merit Scholarship $116,000 ($29,000/yr)
Washington College Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)

Jones, Alexis
Arcadia University Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Barton College Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $108,000 ($27,000/yr)
Eastern Mennonite University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Ferrum College Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Mount St. Mary's University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Roanoke College Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Virginia State University Merit Scholarship $26,000 ($6,500/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)

Jones, Curtis
St. Andrews University Institutional Scholarship $18,000 ($4,500/yr)

Kikwebati, Gloria
Arcadia University Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $122,000 ($28,000/yr)
Catawba College Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Coastal Carolina University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Dusquesne University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Ferrum College Merit Scholarship $86,000 ($21,500/yr)
Freed-Hardeman University Merit Scholarship $120,000 ($30,000/yr)
Gonzaga University Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $92,000 ($23,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
Marymount Manhattan College Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Mary Mount University Merit Scholarship $68,000 ($17,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Randolph College Merit Scholarship $86,000 ($21,500/yr)
Randolph-Macon College Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Seton Hall University Merit Scholarship $58,500 ($14,625/yr)
St. John's College Merit Scholarship $92,000 ($23,000/yr)
St. Mary's College of Maryland Merit Scholarship $56,000 ($14,000/yr)
University of Arizona Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
University of Kentucky Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
University of Tampa Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
Virginia State University Merit Scholarship $26,000 ($6,500/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $108,000 ($27,000/yr)
Xavier University Merit Scholarship $97,000 ($24,250/yr)
York College of Pennsylvania Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)

Kraemer, Juliana
University of Lynchburg Trustee Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)

Lacey, Logan
Oscar Smith High School PTSA Scholarship $500

Lewis, Saje
Mary Baldwin Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
Washington & Jefferson College Merit Scholarship $92,000 ($23,000/yr)

Lyde, Larry
Hartwick College Merit Scholarship $140,000 ($35,000/yr)
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
Mercyhurst University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Randolph College Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
University of Lynchburg Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Wingate University $96,000 ($24,000/yr)

Maali, Mazen
Barry University Merit Scholarship $58,000 ($14,500/yr)
Eastern Mennonite University Merit Scholarship $74,000 ($18,500/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)

Maule, Isabelle
George Mason University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Virginia Commonwealth University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)

Melson, Sontia
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)

Moses, Shamyira
Barton College Merit Scholarship $118,500 ($29,625/yr)
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Eastern Mennonite University Merit Scholarship $150,350 ($38,990/yr)
Hartwick College Merit Scholarship $149,000 ($37,250/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $112,580 ($28,145/yr)
Morehead State University Merit Scholarship $3,000 ($750/yr)
New England College Merit Scholarship $120,000 ($30,000/yr)
North Carolina Wesleyan Merit Scholarship $50,000 ($12,500/yr)
Regent University Merit Scholarship $113,000 ($28,250/yr)
University of Lynchburg Merit Scholarship $175,980 ($43,995/yr)
University of Mary Washington Merit Scholarship $6,000 ($1,500/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Myrick, Jewel
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Mary Washington University Merit Scholarship $88,500 ($22,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Regent University Merit Scholarship $128,000 ($32,000/yr)
Roanoke College Merit Scholarship $107,600 ($26,900/yr)
Nelson, Tanner
Virginia Military Institute NROTC Scholarship $180,000 ($45,000/yr)

Nguyen, Alvin
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Roanoke College Merit Scholarships $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Nieto, Christian
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
University of Lynchburg Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Phelps, Rori
Emory & Henry College Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Hollins University Merit Scholarship $108,000 ($27,000/yr)
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Randolph-Macon College $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
York College Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)

Pineda, Cindi
Randolph College Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
University of Mary Baldwin Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)

Rabenold, Delaney
Albright College Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Alderson Broaddus University Merit Scholarship $32,000 ($8,000/yr)
Arcadia University Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Baker University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Berry College Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $112,000 ($28,000/yr)
Campbell University Merit Scholarship $93,200 ($23,300/yr)
Catawba College Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Champlin College Merit Scholarship $82,000 ($20,500/yr)
Eastern Mennonite University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Emory and Henry Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
Fisher College Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Gettysburg University Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Hartwick College Merit Scholarship $152,000 ($38,000/yr)
Johnson and Wales University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Longwood University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $92,000 ($23,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
Morehead State University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Mount St. Mary's University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Mount Vernon Nazarene University Merit Scholarship $4,000 ($1,000/yr)
Ohio University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Randolph College Merit Scholarship $48,000 ($12,000/yr)
Regent University Merit Scholarship $32,000 ($8,000/yr)
Saint Benedict of Saint John's University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Southwest Minnesota State University Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
St. Mary's College of Maryland Merit Scholarship $50,000 ($12,500/yr)
Sweet Briar College Merit Scholarship $18,000 ($4,500/yr)
Transylvania University Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
University of Arizona Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Virginia State University Merit Scholarship $26,000 ($6,500/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Wesleyan College Merit Scholarship $56,000 ($14,000/yr)
York College of Pennsylvania Merit Scholarship $36,000 ($9,000/yr)

Rolin, Madison
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
New England College Merit Scholarship $28,000 ($7,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)

Ribeiro, Kamelah
Arcadia University Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $112,000 ($28,000/yr)
Clark Atlanta University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
DePaul University Merit Scholarship $76,000 ($19,000/yr)
Jacksonville University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)
Jacksonville University RaiseMe $16,906 ($4,226/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Morehead State University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Mount St. Mary's University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
New England College Merit Scholarship $128,000 ($32,000/yr)
North Carolina Central University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
North Carolina A&T University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Radford University Merit Scholarship $14,000 ($3,500/yr)
Regent University Merit Scholarship $32,000 ($8,000/yr)
Simmons University Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Virginia State University Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Westmont University Merit Scholarship $90,000 ($22,500/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Xavier University Merit Scholarship $56,000 ($9,000/yr)

Rolon, Madison
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
South Norfolk Civic League Scholarship $1000
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)
Rookard, Sa'Moan
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Roscoe, Destiney
Barton College Merit Scholarship $36,000 ($9,000/yr)
Roundtree, Mikaela
Campbell University Merit Scholarship $90,000 ($22,500/yr)
Drake University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Hollins University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $72,000 ($18,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
University of Lynchburg Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Sanderlin, Ajah
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $144,000 ($36,000/yr)
University of Lynchburg Merit Scholarship $84,000 ($21,000/yr)
Wingate University Merit Scholarship $100,000 ($25,000/yr)
Scott, Tierra
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $104,000 ($26,000/yr)
Bluefield College Merit Scholarship $40,000 ($10,000/yr)
Grace College Merit Scholarship $37,000 ($9,250/yr)
Hartwick College Merit Scholarship $144,000 ($36,000/yr)
Hollins University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $22,000 ($5,500/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $8,000 ($2,000/yr)
Roanoke College Merit Scholarship $93,000 ($23,250/yr)
Sivells, Kendall
Barry University Merit Scholarship $50,000 ($12,500/yr)
Spiess, Madison
Cavalier Ford Auto Group Scholarship $2000
Greenbrier Intermediate PTA Scholarship $500
Stanifer, Mekelle
Radford University Merit Scholarship $10,000 ($2,500/yr)
Stanton, Jayniah
College of Saint Rose Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Hollins University Merit Scholarship $112,000 ($28,000/yr)
Howard University Merit Scholarship $171,200 ($42,800/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $96,000 ($24,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Virginia Commonwealth University $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Stevenson, Jalen
Bridgewater College Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Campbell University Merit Scholarship $79,000 ($19,750/yr)
Ferrum College Merit Scholarship $68,000 ($17,000/yr)
Lynchburg University Merit Scholarship $80,000 ($20,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
Virginia Wesleyan Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Virginia State University Provost Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Stokes, Lauren
J. A. Cotton Career Scholar Award $1000
Sykes, Kayla
Albany College Merit Scholarships $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
Campbell University Presidential Scholarship $96,400 ($24,100/yr)
North Carolina A&T Merit Scholarship $5,500
Radford University Highlander Distinction Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Shenandoah University Merit Scholarship $60,000 ($15,000/yr)
Virginia State University Provost Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Temnostle, Jocelyn
College of William & Mary Merit Scholarship $96,800 ($24,200/yr)
Randolph-Macon College Merit Scholarship $88,000 ($22,000/yr)
Regent University Merit Scholarship $36,000 ($9,000/yr)
Turner, Jasson
College of William & Mary Merit Scholarship $97,600 ($24,400/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $24,000 ($6,000/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $16,000 ($4,000/yr)
Villavicencio, Clark
Chesapeake Police and Sheriff's Department Every 15 Minutes Scholarship $500
Walker, Ricky
Greensboro College Merit Scholarship $10,000 ($2,500/yr)
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Woodson, Payton
Virginia Commonwealth University $12,000 ($3,000/yr)
Youngblood, Jayla
Chowan University Merit Scholarship $28,000 ($7,000/yr)
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $64,000 ($16,000/yr)
Pfeiffer University Merit Scholarship $56,000 ($14,000/yr)
South Norfolk Women's Scholarship $500

Total Amount of Scholarships Offered: $27,110,807
*Total amount of scholarships offered to Oscar Smith High School students as of July 14, 2020*